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ABSTRACT 
One of the goals of a variety of approximate reasoning models is to cope with 
inference patterns more flexible than those of classical reasoning. Among them, similar- 
ity-based reasoning aims at modeling notions of resemblance or proximity among 
propositions and consequence r lations which make sense in such a setting. One way of 
proceeding is to. equip the set of interpretations orpossible worlds with a similarity 
relation S, that is, a reflexive, symmetric, and t-norm-transitive fuzzy relation. We 
explore a modal approach to similarity-based reasoning, and we define three multi- 
modal systems with similarity-based Kripke model semantics. A similarity-based Kripke 
model is a structure <W, S, [[ [[>, in which W is the set of possible worlds, [[ [[ represents 
an assignment of possible worlds to atomic formulas, and S is a similarity function 
S: W × W ~ G, where G is a subset of the unit interval [0, 1] such that O, 1 e G. We 
provide soundness and completeness results for these systems with respect to some 
classes of the above structures. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the goals of a variety of approximate r asoning models is to cope 
with inference patterns more flexible than those of classical reasoning. For 
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instance, a pattern like this one, 
if A approximately entails B, and we observe A', then it is 
plausible, to some extent, to conclude B whenever A' is close 
enough to A, 
would be a generalization f the well-known modus ponens rule. This kind 
of patterns have been the focus of a huge amount of research in the field 
of fuzzy logic, where, in general, the statement "A approximately entails 
B" has been modeled as a fuzzy rule whereas A, B, and A' are modeled as 
fuzzy facts (see for instance [18]). However, terms like "approximately" or 
"close," although fuzzy, denote notions of resemblance orproximity among 
propositions which need not be fuzzy. One way of proceeding is to equip 
the set of interpretations or possible worlds, f~, with a similarity relation S, 
that is, a reflexive, symmetric, and t-norm-transitive fuzzy relation [17]. 
This kind of approach was started by Ruspini [16] by proposing a similar- 
ity-based semantics for fuzzy logic, trying to capture inference patterns like 
the so-called generalized modus ponens. Given a similarity relation S on 
the set 12 of interpretations of a boolean language L, Ruspini proposes 
two measures, the implication and consistency measures, to account for the 
degree with which a proposition B is an approximate consequence from, 
or is consistent with, another proposition A, respectively. Namely, 
Is(BIA) = inf sup S(Wl,W2), 
Wll~a w21~B 
Cs(BIA) = sup sup S(W1,W2). 
wll~a w2~B 
Based on such measures, Ruspini provides then a formalization of the 
generalized modus ponens in fuzzy logic. This framework has been re- 
cently extended in [8] and [6] and compared with the possibilistic approach 
in [5] and [7]. See also [12] for another approach to similarity-based 
reasoning. 
From a logical point of view, several formalisms can be envisaged to 
capture a notion of similarity-based reasoning system. In [9], Esteva, 
Garcia, and Godo describe some of the work done in this direction and 
point out some open problems. The basic reference is [3], where the 
authors consider different ypes of graded consequence r lations which 
make sense in similarity-based reasoning. They also turn their attention to 
a nonstandard fuzzy logic approach, and the frameworks of sphere seman- 
tics and multimodal logics are examined at the semantic level, as Farifias 
and Herzig did for possibility theory [10]. Links among all approaches were 
also provided. 
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Usually, the notion of a similarity relation, relative to a t-norm ®, on a 
set W is defined [17] as a function S : W × W ~ [0, 1], verifying: 
1. reflexivity 1 S(w,w') = 1 iff w = w'; 
2. symmetry S(w, w') = S(w', w); 
3. ®-transitivity S(w,w") > S(w,w') ® S(w',w"). 
In this paper we will consider a slightly more general notion of similarity 
relation. We shall consider a (G, ® )-similarity relation on a set W as a 
function 
S:W×W~G,  
where G ___ [0, 1] with 0, 1 ~ G, fulfilling reflexivity, symmetry, and ®-tran- 
sitivity with respect to a t-norm-like binary operation ® on G, i.e. an 
operation 
®:G×G~G 
with the properties of a t-norm, that is, continuous (w.r.t. the usual 
topology in [0, 1]), nondecreasing in both variables, commutative, associa- 
tive, and having 1 as neutral element and 0 as absorbent element. More- 
over, for the sake of simplicity, we shall consider only denumerable subsets 
G, since we are going to use them in the next section in the definition of 
our language. Henceforth, we shall say that any denumerable G _c [0, 1] 
with 0, 1 ~ G is a range. It is obvious that when a range G is finite the 
continuity condition on ® is meaningless, but on the other hand there are 
many such operations that are not the restriction to G of any continuous 
t-norm in [0, 1]. 
In [3], given a ®-similarity relation S on the set 12 of interpretations of 
a finite boolean algebra of propositions, a graded consequence r lation I~ s 
between propositions i defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1 A I~ B iff ls(BlA) > a. 
It is shown that this graded consequence relation can be in turn 
equivalently defined from the following graded satisfaction relation be- 
tween interpretations and propositions: 
w I~  B iff there exists a B-world w' such that S(w, w') >_ a, 
with the following intended meaning: although B may be false in world w, 
B is close to being true at least to the degree a. In particular, when a = 1 
we recover the notion that, in world w, B is true. 
1Actually, this is a strong notion of reflexivity, also called separation. 
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However, in the general case of dealing with a nonfinite set ~ of 
interpretations, the latter definition is not completely equivalent o the 
former one; it is slightly stronger. 
In this paper we shall be concerned with a modal approach to 
similarity-based reasoning. Modal logics are specially tailored to allow for 
relations on the set of interpretations or possible worlds. Due to the above 
remark, we can envisage two different, but closely related, multimodal 
systems. 
1. Given an arbitrary set of possible worlds W, a similarity relation S on 
W induces, for each world w ~ W, an implication measure on propo- 
sitions 
Is(Zlw) = sup S(w,w'). 
wP I~ A 
These implication measures can also be used to define for every a, 
two pairs of dual modal operators (~c, [] ~) and (0  °, [] o) whose 
semantics are defined by: 
w l~CA iff Is(Alw)>a, 
wf~O°A iff Is(Alw)>a. 
It is straightforward then to notice, with the standard notion of 
logical consequence, the following equivalence: 
A I~O~B iff Is (BlA)>a,  
A I~ O°B iff Is(BIA) > ct, 
which gives the basic relationship between implication measures and 
graded possibility. 
2. On the other hand, each similarity S on W defines two families of 
nested accessibility relations R~ and R ° on W as 
RC(w,w ') iff S(w,w') > c~, 
R°(w,w ') iff S(w,w') > a 
for w, w' ~ W. Therefore, for each a, we can define two pairs of dual 
modal operators ( ( )~ , [  ]~) and ( ( )o , [  ]o) with the following stan- 
dard semantics corresponding to R~ and R ° respectively: 
w I~ (B)  c iff there exists w' such that w' IW B and R~(w,w'), 
w IW (B)  ° iff there exists w' such that w' IW B and R°(w,w'). 
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While ( )o is obviously semantically equivalent to G °, ( )c and G~ are 
not equivalent in general. Nevertheless the following relationships always 
hold: 
wl~(A)~ implies w ing  cA, 
wI~G~A implies w l~(A)3  for /3<a.  
In this paper we focus on the former multimodal system. The paper is 
organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a language for the 
similarity-based graded modal logic and we propose a possible worlds 
semantics for that logic and prove the soundness of the system MSS(G, ® ). 
Sections 3 and 4 present completeness results for the case that G is finite 
and ® arbitrary and the case that G is denumerable and dense and 
® = min. In Section 5 we analyze related work. We end up with some 
discussion, concluding remarks, and open problems. 
2. LANGUAGE AND MODEL THEORY 
The language of graded modal logic is based on: 
1. A denumerable set of atomic formulas: F0, F1, F 2 . . . . .  
2. A denumerable subset G ___ [0, 1] such that 0, 1 ~ G. 
3. Two connectives: --1, .--,. 
4. Modal operators: G c, G °, for each t~ in G. 
DEFINITION 2.1 The multimodal language is defined as the minimal set _~ 
satisfying the following conditions: 
1. F. ~ .~ for n > O. 
2. IrA ~.~ then -~A ~-~. 
3. IrA, B E .~ then A ---, B ~.Z~. 
4. If A ~.~ then GC A, G° A ~_oW for each a ~ G. 
We shall use the standard efinitions of the conjunction (/x ), disjunction 
(v) ,  and equivalence (~)  connectives in terms of --1 and --.. Also, [] c 
and [] o will denote the dual modal operators of G c and G ° respectively, 
¢ O O i.e., [] ~A will be ~G c --1A and [] ~A will be ~G ° --1A. Symbols T ,  and 
_1_ will be used as abbreviations for A V -7 A and A ^ --1 A respectively. 
Next, we define the notion of a similarity Kripke model and state the 
truth and validity conditions for modal sentences in a world, in a model, 
and in a class of models. 
According to the kripkean idea, a sentence is necessarily true in the 
actual world if it is true in every world accessible from it. Intuitively, a 
world is a full interpretation of all atomic formulas F 0, F 1, F 2 . . . . .  So two 
different worlds determine two different assignment of truth to 
Fo, F~,F 2 . . . . .  
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DEFINrrION 2.2 Similarity Kripke models are structures dt  = (W, S, II I1> 
where: 
1. W is a nonempty set of possible worlds, 
2. S is a (G, ® )-similarity fuzzy relation on W, for some range G and 
some t-norm-like ® on G, 
3. II II is a function that, given an atomic formula F, returns the set 
Ilgll c_ W where F is considered to be true. 
We shall write "(.~', w)I~ A" to mean that A is true in the possible 
world w in the model .~r. Each similarity Kripke model .at defines its own 
implication measure as follows: 
I~t(A[B) = inf sup S(w,  w'). 
(.~t~', w)l~ B (.K, w')l~A 
The notion of satisfiability in a model is formalized next. 
DEFINITION 2.3 Let w be a world in a model .~" = (W, S, II I1>. Then: 
1. (~' ,w) IF  Fn iffw ~ IIFnll fo ranyn  > O. 
2. (Jl', w) I~ -~ A iff (~',  w) ~ A. 
3. (.~, w) I~ A --* B iff (At', w) IF A implies (.~', w) IF B. 
4. (,It, w) I~  <>CA iff I~r(AIw) > t~. 
5. (~ ' ,w)  I~ <>° A iff I~t(AIw) > ~. 
Here I~(A Iw)  = sup(~,,w,)~ ~ .4S(w, w') is a free adaptation of the above-de- 
fined implication measure when the second variable is not a proposition but a 
world. 
As has been already noticed in the Introduction, <>o is a normal modal 
operator in the sense that it has an associated accessibility relation R ° 
which provides it with the standard Kripke semantics: 
(.JC, w) IF ~°A iff (.~¢',w') I~A forsome w' suchthat (w ,w ' )  ~R°~, 
where the accessibility relation R ° is defined as 
(w ,w ' )  ~ R ° iff S(w,w ' )  > a. 
This is not the general case for the operators <>~, i.e., they do not have, in 
general, a corresponding accessibility relation. However they do have it 
whenever the sup appearing in the expression for I~r(AIw) is reached for 
any A and any w, i.e., when I~(A lw)  becomes max(~r,w,),~A S(w,w').  In 
particular, this is the case when either the range G is finite or the set of 
possible worlds W is finite. In these particular cases we also have that 
(~,w)  i~ ~A iff 
there exists w' such that (w ,w ' )  ~ R~ and (.~¢',w) I~ A, 
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where now the accessibility relation R c is defined by 
(w,w')  ~ R~ iff S(w,w')  > a. 
The notions of a formula being valid in a model and in a class of models 
are as usual. 
DEFINITION 2.4 A formula A is valid in a model .~', written ~" I~ A, iff 
for every world w in ~" it holds that ( ~ ,  w) I~ A. A formula A is valid in a 
class of models ~, written I~  A, if it is valid in every model ~" ~ ~. 
Also as usual, we shall understand that a set of formulas F is true in a 
world (~,  w) (valid in a model .J¢', valid in a class of models ~)  if this is so 
for each proposition belonging to F. We shall write (.J¢', w) Iw F, ~" IW F, 
and I~  F respectively. For the notion of logical consequence, we shall 
distinguish the following notions: 
DEFINITION 2.5 Let F and A be a set of propositions and a proposition 
respectively. We define: 
1. F I~  A iff, for all w ~.Jt', (¢/[, w) I~ F implies (.~', w) I~ A 
2. F I~  A iff, for all ~ ~ ~, .gl I~ F implies ¢/t" I~ A 
The first definition corresponds to a notion of logical consequence inside 
a model. It is very easy to check that, using this definition, we have that 
B I~, r ~A iff I~(AtB)  >_ a.  
In this paper we shall focus our attention on some particular classes of 
similarity models, defined by ®-similarity relations, for a fixed t-norm-like 
®, with values on some subset G _c [0, 1]. 
DEFINITION 2.6 Given a range G and a t-norm-like binary operation ® 
on G, we define the class of structures ~ as the set of similarity structures 
~'- -  <W, S, II 15 where S is a (G, ® )-similarity on W. We shall use the 
notation 5r~ to denote the subclass of ~ consisting of similarity 
structures with a finite set of worlds W. 
Notice that, in particular, if we take ® = min, the similarity functions in 
the Kripke models are min-transitive and therefore, for each or, R ° is an 
equivalence relation. This means that ([] o, ¢/o) is a pair of dual $5 modal 
operators. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 The following schemes of formulas are valid in the class 
~,  for any range G and t-norm-like ® on G: 
C KC: []~(A ~ B) ~ (D ~C A ~ []~B) Va~G,  
K°: U° (A~B)~(D ° ~A ~ U°B)  Va~G,  
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TC:  
T°: 
B°: 
4c: 
NC: 
N°: 
EXC: 
EX°: 
CO: 
OC: 
[]CA ---> A Vot ~ G, 
[ ]°A ~Afor  a < 1, 
o o A~ [ ]~°AVa~G,  
D c c ,~®t3A --* ~ D~A Voe ~ G, 
[]~ ~ D ~ A for [3 _> a, 
[ ]°A ~ D~A for fl > a, 
%A, 
c o D ~A ---> D ~A Va ~ G, 
o DC~Afor a [3. D ,,A -o < 
Furthermore, the necessitation rules 
RNC: from A infer [] C A for ~ > O, 
RN°: from A infer [] o A Va ~ G 
preserve validity in ~.  
Proof Let .~r = (W, S, 11 II) ~ ~'~. We prove that the above schemes 
are true in each world of .~' and that the inference rules preserve valid 
formulas in ~'. For the sake of simplicity we shall write w I~ A instead of 
(atr, w) I~ A. We only prove the most interesting cases. Notice that the 
validity of the schemes K °, T °, and B ° is straightforward, since, as we 
have already noted, the modalities [] o are defined by the accessibility 
relations R °, which are reflexive and symmetric. As for the necessitation 
rules, we only prove the validity preservation of RN °, since RN c can be 
easily derived from it and OC. 
KC: Suppose w I~ D C(A- -*B)  and w I~ []CA. This means that 
I~( -~(A  -* B)lw) < a and I~(-~ Alw)  < a. But notice that I~" 
verifies 
1, IsX(Clw) < I~(D[w),  if C --* D is valid in atr, and 
2. I~(C v Olw) -- max(I~(CIw), I~(DIw)). 
Then Is~(~ BIw) < a easily follows from the fact that -~ B --* 
¢ (7  A v ~(A  ~ B)) is a tautology. Thus we have that w I~ [] ~B. 
TC: We only prove w I~ [] 1A ---, A. Let w I~ [] 1 A.  This means that 
SUPw,,~ -~A S(w,w')  < 1, but this implies that S(w,w')  < 1 for ev- 
ery w' such that w' I~ ~ A. Said otherwise, if S(w, w') = 1 then 
necessarily w' I~ A. In particular, taking w' -- w, we get w I~ A. 
4~: We shall equivalently prove that, for any w ~ W, w I~ <:~<YaA 
~C®oA. Assume that w I~ ¢~c~<~A, i.e. 
I~(~Alw)  = suptS(w,w") l t~(A lw")  > 13} > a, 
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or, put in another way, 
sup S(w, w") >_ a, 
w" E DA, I~ 
where DA. 0 = {w" ~ WII~"(AIw") >_/3}. We have to prove that 
I~(A Iw)  > a ® ~. But I~(A Iw)  = supw,,~a S(w, w') > 
SUpw' i~ A[S( w, w") ® S(w", w')] for any w", by the transitivity prop- 
erty of S. Then we have the following derivation: 
>_ I <s<w,w,,> +
w' ~ W [ w'~l= A I 
= sup [S(w,w") ® I~(hlw")] 
W"E W 
> sup [S(w,w") ® Is~(AIw")], 
Wt~ E DA, o 
> sup [S(w,w") ® fl] 
14/' E D A, 13 
= [tw.~DA,oSUp S(w,w")]®13 
= Ig(+~Alw) ® ~ > a ® ft. 
RN~:  Let A be such that w I~ A for all w ~ W. Then the set {S(w, w') [ 
w' I~ -~A} is empty, thus Is~(-~Alw)= O, and thus w I~ [ ] °A  
for all a ~ G. • 
When restricted to some particular classes of models, we can prove the 
validity of some more schemes. 
PROPOSIT ION 2.2 The schemes 
Be: A -o []~O~A Va ~ G, 
CO: A ~ [] ~A 
are always valid in ~q'~, and they are valid too in ~ if G is finite. 
Furthermore, the scheme 
40:  o o DOA Vot ~ G Da®0A ~ D o 
is valid in ~ if ® is strongly monotonic. 2 
2By strongly monotonic we mean that  if cq > a z and  fll > f12 then  ot I ® ~1 > tit2 ® f12" 
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Proof For the schemes B c and C c, notice that under the assumptions 
of the proposition, the semantics of operators [] c correspond to the 
accessibility relations R c, which are symmetric and verify (w, w') ~ R e iff 
w = w', respectively. For 4 °, notice that if ® is strongly monotonic, then 
any (G, ® )-similarity verifies that S(w, w') > a and S(w',  w") >/3 imply, 
by the ®-transitivitiy of S, that S(w,w")  > S(w,w ' )  ® S(w ' ,w" )  > a ® ~. 
Notice that the schemes K*, T*, B*, and 4", where * is either c or o, 
are direct counterparts, for the graded modal operators, of the well-known 
axioms of the classical $5 modal logic. The scheme C c corresponds to the 
fact that, under the assumption of finite range G or finite set of worlds W, 
I~(A Iw)  = 1 only if A is true in w. Schemes N* stand for the nested 
properties of the graded modal operators, while schemes EX*  set up the 
extremal conditions for them. Finally, schemes OC and CO establish the 
obvious relations between strict and nonstrict inequalities. All these 
schemes, except B* and 4", already appear in [14]. 
DE~NrrION 2.7 Given a range G and a t-norm-like ® on G, the basic 
similarity mult imodal ogic MSS(G, ® ) is the smallest set o f  sentences 
containing every instance o f  the following axiom schemes and closed under 
the last two inference rules". 
PL  : propositional tautologies 
K C : [] ]C ( A - ,  B ) --, ( [] C A - ,  [] C B ) V a ~ G , 
K ° : [] ° ( A --, B )  ~ ( [] ° A ---, [] ° B ) V a ~ G, 
Tc: [ ]CA -* A Va ~ G, 
B°: A --* []°<>°A Va ~ G, 
4~: []]C®oA ~ []c [ ]c  A Va ~ G, 
N~: [ ]CA --* [] ~ A for [3 > a, 
EX~: ~CoA ,
EX  ° : -~ <>°l A , 
CO: []]cA -* n ° A Va ~ G, 
OC: [ ] °A  ---, [ ]~A for a < fl, 
RN°:  f rom A infer [] o A Wa ~ G, 
MP: from A and A ~ B infer B. 
Obviously this axiom system is not minimal, in the sense that some 
axioms and rules can be redundant. For instance, the schemes T~ could be 
reduced to the axiom [] ~A --, A, and the necessitation i ference rules 
RN ° could be reduced to only one nile: from A infer [] ~A. 
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Since the theorems of a system are just the sentences in it, we shall write 
~-~a, ®) A to mean that A is a theorem of MSS(G, ® ); this is ~-~a, ®) A 
iff A ~ MSS(G, ® ). 
LEMMA 2.1 The schemes 
T°: D°A  ~Afora<l ,  
N°: D ° A --* D ~ A with [3 > 
are theorems of  MS$(G, ® ), and 
RNC: f romA infer D~A for a > 0 
is a derived inference rule in MSS(G, ® ). 
Proof Easy from OC and T °, N °, and RN ° respectively. • 
In terms of theoremhood we can characterize solutions of deducibility 
and consistency. A sentence A is MSS(G, ® )-deducible from a set of 
sentences F, written F ~-~6, ®) A, if and only if MSS(G, ® ) contains a 
theorem of the form 
A 1 A "-" AA n ~A 
where the conjuncts A i (i = 1 . . . . .  n) of the antecedent are sentences in 
F. A set of sentences F is consistent in MSS(G, ® ), written Con¢c ' ®) F, 
just in case the sentence ± is not MSS(G, ® )-deducible from F. Thus F 
is inconsistent in MSS(G, ® ) just when F t-~a ' ®) z .  We recall these 
definitions formally. 
DEFINITION 2.8 F ~-~, ®) A iff there are  A 1 . . . .  , A n ~ F (n >_ O) such 
that I--fa ' ®) A 1 A "" A A n --* A.  
DEFINITION 2.9 COn(G ' ®)F iff F ~(G. ®) ± • 
From Proposition 1, it is clear that MSS(G, ® ) is sound with respect o 
the class of structures Wff, for any G and ®. The question whether, in 
general, MSS(G, ® ) is also complete remains o far open. However, it is 
possible to get completeness in particular cases. The next section shows 
that the system MSS(G, ® ), augmented by the scheme C c, is complete 
w.r.t. ~'ff whenever the range G is finite. Section 4 provides completeness 
results of this augmented system w.r.t, to the class 5r~'~ for ® = min and 
G dense. 
3. COMPLETENESS RESULTS FOR G FINITE 
In this section, given a finite range G = {a  1 ~- 0 <~ a 2 < " ' "  < a n = 1} 
and an arbitrary t-norm like ® on G, we shall prove completeness of the 
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corresponding graded systems MS5(G, ® ) with respect o the classes ~ff 
of similarity structures, provided that we add to the system the scheme 
CC:A --* D~A. 
The basic point in considering finitely valued similarity relations is that this 
results in a multimodal logic with a finite number of modal operators with 
standard Kripke semantics. Moreover, the system can be simplified, since, 
as an immediate consequence of the CO and OC axioms, we have that 
[] O,A is provably equivalent to [] c A for i = 0,. n. Therefore, for the 
~ti+ 1 ° ' ,  
sake of easy notation, we can restrict ourselves to closed modal operators 
and define the MSS+(G, ® ) system as the smallest set of sentences 
containing every instance of the following axiom schemes and closed by 
modus ponens and necessitation: 
PL: tautologies of propositional logic, 
K: [] ~(A --, n) --, (• ~A --, [] ~B), 
T: D,,A ~A,  
B: A o • ,~,~A,  
4: •~®/3A ~ rq#D~A, 
C: A ~ [] 1A, 
N: []~A ~ []~Awith f l>a ,  
EX: ~0 A, 
where we have written [] ~ for [] ~. 
The notions of proof, consistency, and related concepts are analogous to 
the previous ection. We shall use the symbol ~-(c, ®)+ to denote provabil- 
ity in MS5+(G, ® ). 
Due to Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, MSS+(G, ® ) is obviously sound w.r.t. 
~ .  To prove completeness we shall use the standard technique of 
building a canonical model. Before introducing the concept of canonical 
model, as usual we need to introduce the concept of maximal consistent 
sets of formulas in MS$+(G, ® ). Intuitively, a set of formulas is maximally 
consistent if it is consistent and contains as many formulas as it can 
without becoming inconsistent. We write Max(a '~,)+ F to mean that F is 
MS5+(G, ® )-maximal, and we state the definition as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1 Max(c '®)÷ F iff (i) F is MSS+(G, ® )-consistent, and 
(ii) for every A,  if F U {A} is consistent then A ~ F. 
Standard results about maximal consistent sets of formulas also apply 
here. 
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LEMMA 3.1 Every consistent set of formulas A can be extended to a 
maximally consistent set F. Furthermore, let F be a MSS+(G, ® )-maximal 
set of formulas. Then: 
1. A • F iff F ~-(c,®)+ A. 
2. MS5+(G, ® ) _ F. 
3. -~ A • F iff A ~ F. 
Proof As usual (see [2]). • 
DEFINITION 3.2 The proof set of a formula A relative to the system 
MS5+(G, ® ), denoted by IA[(c, ®)+, is the set of MS5+(G, ® )-maximal 
sets of formulas containing A, i.e. 
[A[(c, e) += {F[ Max(c '®)+ F, A e F}. 
This definition extends in the natural way to a proof set of a set of formulas. 
LEMMA 3.2 Let F and A be a set of sentences and a sentence respectively. 
Then 
F F-(c,.)+ A iff A • A foreveryA • IFl(c,~)+ 
Proof As usual (see [2]). • 
Now let us consider the set W* = {TI Max(c,®)÷ F} of all maximal 
consistent sets of MS5+(G, ® ), and define, for each a • G, the following 
binary relations R* on W*: 
(w ,w ' )•R*  iff {A[n A•w}c_w'  
for every w and w' in W*. It is easy to check that an equivalent alternative 
definition of the relations R* could have been (w,w') • R* iff {~A IA 
• w'} ___ w. The following proposition shows important properties of the 
relations R*. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 The accessibility relations R* verify the following proper- 
ties: 
L c_ for/3 <_ 
2. R'~ = W* X W*.  
3. R~' = {(w,w) lw • W*}. 
4. R* is reflexive for each a • G. 
5. R* is symmetric for each a • G. 
6. If (w,w') • R* and (w',w") • R~, then (w,w") • R~®,. 
Proof 
1: Let (w ,w ' )•R* ,  that is, {A l [ ]~A•w}___w' ,  and let a, 13•G 
such that/3 < a. Since the axiom N is in MS5+(G, ® ), if [] ,A  • w, 
then t~A •w as well, so {A[ [ ] ,A  •w} c_{AI []a A •w}.  
Therefore, it holds that (w, w') • R~. 
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2: It follows from the fact that, because of the axiom EX, the set 
{A I [] 0 A ~ w} is empty for any w ~ W*. 
3: Combining axioms T and C, we have that A ~ [] 1A is a theorem of 
MS5÷(G, ® ). The property then easily comes from this fact and the 
symmetry of R~'. 
4: The proof is standard from the fact that axiom T is in MS5+(G, ® ). 
5: The proof is standard from the fact that axiom B is in MS5+(G, ® ). 
6: Let (w,w' )~ R* and (w',w")~ R~. By definition we have that 
{A I [] ~A ~ w} c_ w' and {A I [] oA ~ w'} c_ w". Now, let 8 = a ®/3. 
If [] ~A ~ w, necessarily []~ •aA ~ w, since MS5+(G, ® )contains 
axiom 4. But if [] ~ [] oA ~ w, we have [] oA ~ w' since (w, w') ~ R*, 
and analogously, A ~ w", since (w', w") ~ R~. Therefore, we have 
provedthat {A [ UsA ~w} c_w",i.e.(w,w")~R~,asdesired. •
As usual, to prove completeness it suffices to show that if a formula A is 
MS5+(G, ® )-consistent, hen it is satisfiable in some model of the class 
~'~. Next we construct such a model. We begin by showing that we can 
always build a similarity relation S* on W* for which the accessibility 
relations R* are just the a-cuts of S*. 
]_,EMMA 3.3 Let S* : W* × W* ~ G be defined by 3 
S*(w,w') = max{a e Gl(w,w') e R*}. 
Then S* so defined is a (G, ® )-similarity relation, and S*(w,w') > a iff 
(w, w') ~ R* for all a ~ G and all w, w' ~ W*. 
Proof Let us prove that S* is a ®-similarity relation. 
1. S* is reflexive. This is clear by the reflexivity of R*. Notice that it 
also holds that S*(w, w') = 1 iff w = w', by property 3 of Proposition 
3.1. 
2. S* is symmetric. This is also a direct of consequence of the symmetry 
of R*. 
3. S* is ®-transitive. Namely, S*(w,w') ® S*(w',w")= max{a e GI 
(w, w') ~ R*} ® max{a ~ G I (w', w") ~ R*} = max{a ® /3 1 (w, w') 
R*, (w',w") ~ R~} < (by property 6 of Proposition 1) max{a ®/3 
I(w,w") ~ R*®a} < S*(w,w"). 
Finally, it is straightforward to check that the a-cuts of S* are nothing but 
the relations R*. • 
Now we define the canonical model. 
3Notice that, for any w,w'~ W*, the set {a ~ Gl(w,w')~ R~} is nonempty since by 
construction at least 0 always belongs to the set. 
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DEFINITION 3.3 The canonical model of MSS+(G, ® ) is the structure 
.~* = <W*, S*, II I1">, where W* and S* are as above, and IIF/ll* = 
IF/l(c, ~)+ for i > O. 
It is clear that ~¢'* belongs to the class of models ~'ff. Now we prove 
the truth lemma for ~tr*. 
TrmOREM 3.1 (Truth lemma) For every w in ~'* and for every formula 
A in MS5++(G, ® ): 
(.4¢'*,w) I~A iff A ~ w. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the complexity of A. It suffices to 
give it for the cases in which A is (1) an atom Fn, (2) a negation -1 B, (3) a 
conditional B ~ C, (4) a necessitation, [] ~B, with ot > 0, and finally (5) 
•0 B. 
1. By Definition 2.3, (.~'*, w) I~ F n iff w ~ IIFnll*, and by Definition 3.3 
this occurs iff w ~ IFnIMSs. But by Definition 3 this holds iff F n ~ w. 
So the result holds when A is atomic. For the inductive cases we 
make the hypothesis that the result holds for all formulas shorter 
than A. 
2. (.d'*, w) I~ -~ B iff not (~P'*, w) I~ B iff (inductive hypothesis) B ~ w 
iff -7 B E w. So the result holds when A is a negation. 
3. (.or*, w) I~ B ~ C iff (.~v*, w) I~ B then (~* ,  w) I~ C, and this is 
true iff (inductive hypothesis) if B ~ w then C ~ w iff B -~ C ~ w. 
So the result holds when A is a conditional. 
4. Let a > 0. Then (.~'*,w)I~ ra B iff, by definition, Iff***(~BIw) < 
a, but this condition is equivalent to (.4¢'*, w') I~ B for every world w' 
in .J¢'* such that (w, w') ~ R* which is true iff (inductive hypothesis) 
for every world w' in .Jr'* such that (w ,w ' )~ R*, it holds that 
B ~ w', iff (by definition of R*) for every world w' ~ W* such that 
{A I [] ~A ~ w} c_ w' it holds that B ~ w'. From these equivalences 
we will prove separately the two implications of the theorem: 
(i) If [] ,, B ~ w, then it is easy, since by Definition 3.6 B belongs to 
every w' which is a MS5-maximal extension of the set {A I [] ~A ~ w}. 
(ii) For the other direction, if B belongs to every w' which is an 
MS5-maximal extension of the set {A I [] ~A ~ w}, then, by Lemma 
1, {A I [] ,,A ~ w} t-Ms 5 B. This in turn means that there are sen- 
tences A1, . . . ,  A n in this set, such that t-Ms 5 (A 1 ^  .-. ^ A n) ~ B. 
Because MS5 contains the necessitation rule, we may infer, by the K 
scheme, that F-Ms 5 ( [ ]~A 1 A "" A ratA  n) ~ ra B. But w contains 
each []~A1 . . . . .  []~A n, so []~B ~ w. 
5. If A is noB,  then, on the one hand, by definition, (.d'*,w) #: []o B, 
since Iff***(~ BIw) ¢ 0, and on the other hand, by axiom EX, we have 
that ~[ ]0  B ~ w, and thus []0 B~w.  • 
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COROLLARY 3.1 For any finite range G, the system MSS+(G, ® ) is 
complete with respect o the class of models ~.  
Proof As usual. Suppose A is consistent; then it belongs to some 
maximal consistent set w 0 ~ W*. Then A is true in (.Jr*, w 0) and thus 
satisfiable in ~¢*. • 
4. COMPLETENESS RESULTS FOR G DENSE AND ® = min 
The generalization of the above completeness results to the case of G 
no longer finite is not a straightforward matter, and it is only partly 
addressed in this section. Namely, we get completeness only in the case of 
® being the minimum operation, i.e. ot ®/3 = min(ot,/3) (we shall also 
use the notation a/x/3),  and G being an arbitrary dense range, i.e. a 
denumerable subset of [0, 1] such that for any or,/3 ~ G, if a </3, there 
always exists ~ ~ G such that ot < 8 </3. We extend the completeness 
proof given in [14] for multimodal systems corresponding to reflexive and 
serial fuzzy relations. Our interest is when the fuzzy relation is also 
symmetric and ®-transitive. The main difficulty is to cope with the 
transitivity property, which puts into relation modal operators D~ with 
different a's. As will become clear below, to adapt the above Liau and 
Lin's method we basically need two requirements: first, ® must be closed 
in any finite subset of G, and thus ® = min, and second, the density of G. 
Consider the system obtained by adding to MSS(G, min) the axioms 
• C C BC: A~ D~OCA, fo ra>0,  
C¢: A ~ []~A, and 
4°: D°o^t3 A~ D~D~AVa~G,  
which are not sound for arbitrary similarity structures, as we have already 
noticed in Section 2, but are indeed valid in the subclass ~q'W~, of 
structures with finite sets of worlds and min-transitive similarity relations 
(see Proposition 2.2, and notice that /x is strongly monotonic). The 
resulting multi-modal system will be called MSS++(G, min). 
DEFINITION 4.1 Given a range G, the system MSS++(G, min) /s the 
smallest set of sentences containing every instance of the following axiom 
schemes and closed under the last two inference rules: 
PL : propositional tautologies, 
KC: D~(A ~B)~(DCA ~ D~B) Vot~G,  
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K°: [] ~(A° ~ B)  ~ (HO A ~ HoB) Va~G,  
TC: •~A ~ A Va ~ G, 
BC: A ~ HC~A for a > O, 
B°: A ~ H °C~° A Va ~ G, 
c 4~: H~^t3A ~ Hc~H,~A Vot, fl ~ G, 
o 4°: H °,~ ^ È A ~ H ° H ,~ A V a , fl ~ G 
C~: A ~ [] ~A, 
[ ] ;A  --, [] Afor 
EXC: ~o A ,  
EX° :  ~° lA  , 
C 0 CO: H ,~A --* H ,~A Vot ~ G, 
OC: H°A  ---} •Ct3A for oL < [3, 
RN °: f rom A infer [] o A for all a ~ G, 
MP:  from A and A ---> B infer B. 
Before continuing, we comment about the modal degree and the 
MS5++(G, min) reduction theorems. The modal degree of a modal for- 
mula is the number of nested modal operators (do not confuse nested with 
iterated). For instance, in the classical $5 system every modal formula is 
reducible to a first degree formula. In MS5++(G, min) this result is not 
valid, although $5 reduction laws are still valid for each a. We will prove 
that in MS5++(G, min) the subindexes of irreducible modalities form a 
nonincreasing sequence with at most two equal indexes. The next proposi- 
tion shows some reduction laws which are valid in MS5++(G, min) (see 
proof in Section 7). 
PROPOSITION 4.1 In MS5++(G, rain) the following equivalences between 
modalities hold: 
* + H a H~ I c I 
H o i f a=O,*  =c ,  
a=l , *  =o,  or 
o if  either [3= 1, a~O,  +=o,  or D1 
[3= 1, += * =o,  
otherwise, [] min(a, 13 ) 
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[ ]  ~t* <~ +~- 
•c  o if  a=O,  * =c  (1) 
D ~ if a= 1, * =o (2) 
{!=l ,+=o,  or 
0~ if not(l), not(2), and either < a, or 
= f3, +=c,  o r  
= t ,  + * = o, 
i i f a<#,  where *, + ~ {o, c}, and # = if ot > t ,  
i f a=#,  *= +=o,  
otherwise. 
Dually, the corresponding reduction rules for the modalities of type 
<> ~,* ~ and <> ~* [] ~ also hold. 
We could ask ourselves whether these reduction laws would still be valid 
for other choices than ® = min. Indeed, most of them would remain valid, 
but the question of whether [] ~*~+ - [] ~®~) is valid or not, even with 
appropriate changes in axioms 4 c and 4 °, is still open. 
In this point it is worth noticing that the only modalities of order two 
whose reducibility we have not proved are the following: 
• ~D~ and D~ ~ ~_<t3* 1, 
O O C C C C • <>o [] ~, [] ~<>~, [] ~<>~, and <>~ []~ if ~ < ~, 
• O O • m.~<>~ and <>~° m~ if a<#. l .  
In particular, the only modalities of order two with the same grade whose 
c reducibility we have not proved are <>c [] o and [] ~<>o if ot ~ 1. Therefore 
any nonreducible 4 modality isa chain of modal operators whose subindexes 
form a nonincreasing sequence with at most two equal successive indexes. 
When G is finite, the set of irreducible modalities i finite and the degree 
of the irreducible modalities i at most two times the cardinality of G. 
The rest of the section is devoted to prove that the system 
MS5++(G, min) is complete with respect o the class of models ~r~n.  In 
contrast with last section, now the system MS5++(G, min) may be noncom- 
pact (this is also the case in [1, 14]). For instance, if we take the rationals 
of [0,1] as G, the infinite set of formulas {~*l_l/nA} t3 {-~<>~A} is not 
satisfiable in any model, but any finite subset is indeed satisfiable in some 
model of c 3 r~n.  This fact forbids proving completeness by building a 
standard canonical model as we did in the previous ection for the systems 
MS5 + + (G, min). 
4In the sense of the reduction rules of Proposition 4.1. 
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The technique we shall use is partially inspired by [14]. The basic idea is 
to build, for any consistent formula A, a (G, min)-similarity structure .C A 
with a finite set of worlds in which A will be satisfiable. This is obtained in 
[14] by building a model starting from the set Sub(A) of all subformulas of 
A dosed by negation. However, this is not enough in our case, because the 
fuzzy relation must be symmetric, which leads us to take a larger set 
including any modalities. The above reduction laws assure that only finitely 
many of such modalities are not provably equivalent. 
Let Sub(A) be the set of all subformulas of A dosed by negation, and 
let G(A) = {a ~ GI either D~B, D°B,  <Y~B, or <>~B is in Sub(A)} U 
{0, 1}. Obviously, both Sub(A) and G(A) are finite. Then we can define the 
closure of Sub(A) by the modalities with indices in G(A) as follows. 
DE~INrnON 4.2 We define the set of formulas ModSub(A) as follows: 
1. If  B ~ Sub(A) then B ~ ModSub(A). 
2. If  B ~ ModSub( A ) then D ~ B, D ~ B, <>C~ B, ~° B ~ ModSub( A ) for 
every a ~ G( A ). 
The construction of a model a¢" A = (W A, SA, II IIA> is done according to 
the following steps: 
• LetG(A)={oq=O<a 2< --- <an_  l<a  n=l} .  
• Let u ~ ModSub(A). Then u is maximally consistent in ModSub(A) if 
u is MSS++(G, ® )-consistent and u u {B} is inconsistent for any 
other B ~ ModSub(A) such that B ~ u. 
• Define W A = {u I u is maximally consistent in ModSub(A)} 
• For each a ~ G(A) and u ~ W A define 
NC(u, a) = {BIDCB ~ u}, 
N°(u, = {n lD°B u}. 
Due to axiom CO, it is clear that NC(u, a) c_ N°(u, a). Furthermore, 
due to axioms T c, C ~, B c, B °, 4 c, and 4 ° , these sets verify the 
following properties: 
1. N~(u, 1) c_ u' iff u = u'. 
2. NC(u, a) c u' iff N~(u ', a) c u; 
N°(u, a) c_ u' iff N°(u ', a) c_ u, for a < 1. 
3. NC(u, a) c_ u' and NC(u ', ~) c_ u" imply NO(u, a A ~) c_ u'; 
N°(u, a) c_ u' and N°(u ', ~) c_ u" imply N°(u, a A ~) C_ u', for 
a,13 < 1. 
• As in [14], any similarity on W A should verify, for all a ~ G(A): 
1. S(u, u') > a iff NC(u, a) c_ u', 
2. S(u, u') > a iff N°(u, a) c_ u'. 
• Now define H~(u, u') = max{a I N~(u, a) c_ u'} and H°(u, u') = 
max{a I N°(u, a) c_ u'}. It is clear that H~(u, u') > H°(u, u'), and that 
if HC(u, u') > H°(u, u') = ai, then HC(u, u') = ai+ 1. 
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• Define a function S A : W A × W A ~ G as follows: 
1. SA(U,U') = oti+ 1 if oti+ 1 = HC(u,u ') > H°(u ,u  ') = o l  D 
2. SA(U , u') = ot~- if HC(u, u') = H°(u,  u') = ai, 
where a~- is an element of the open interval (a i ,  ai+]). This is always 
possible due to the density of G. 
• S a so defined is a min-similarity relation on W A. Proof: 
1. Sa(u, u ' )= 1 iff u = u'. It is clear that He(u, u )= 1 > H°(u,  u). 
Then SA(U , u) = 1. Now, if HC(u, u') = 1 then NC(u, 1) ___ u'. But if 
B ~ u, by axiom C ~, also [] ~B ~ u; but then B ~ u'. This means 
that u _c u', but since u is maximally consistent, it must be u = u'. 
2. SA(u,u') = SA(U',U). This is obvious, since N~(u, a )c_u '  iff 
NC(u ', a )  c_ u and N°(u,  a)  c_ u' iff N°(u  ', a )  c_ u. 
3. min-transitivity. Let us consider the following cases: 
(a) Case: SA(u, u') = ai, Sa(u' , u')  = aj. In this case we have that 
N~(u, ai) c_ u' and NC(u ', aj) c_ u'; therefore we also have 
N~(u, a i A aj) C_ u". Thus, SA(u, u')  >_ ai A aj = SA(U, U') A 
SA(u', u"). 
(b) Case: SA(u, u') = a~-, SA(U', U') = a 7. In this case we have that 
N°(u,  ai) c_ u' and N°(u  ', aj) c_ u"; therefore we also have 
N°(u,  Ol i A Olj) Q U 't. ThUS, SA(U , U n)  > Ol i /~ Olj. Let a i A aj = .-],," > 
a i .  Then SA(U, u ) _ a~- = SA(u, u') A Sa(u' , u"). 
(e) Case: SA(U, U') = ai, SA(U', U") = a 7. We have two subcases: 
(i) % < a. +. This means that a i <otT, and since SA(U, u') > 
¢ tt ~ pt a i, SA(U, U ) _ at, we see that therefore Sa(u, u ) >_ a i A 
% = ~i = SA(U, u') ^ SA(U', U") 
(ii) % > aj +. Here we have that SA(U,U')> ai_ 1 and still 
ai_ 1 >_ aj. Then, from SA(U,U') > %-1 and SA(U',U') > 
aj, we have seen above that this implies SA(U , u") > a i_ 1 
A otj = %.; thus Sa(u, u") >_ ~ = SA(U, u') /X SA(U' , u'). 
(d) Case: SA(U, U') = a +, SA(U', U") = %. This is analogous to the 
previous case. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 The model ~'A = (WA, SA, 1[ [IA), where [IBIIA = {u 
W A [B ~ u}, belongs to the class ~r~, .  
Proof If n is the cardinality of G(A) ,  it is clear that from Proposition 
4.1 a nonreducible modality built with modal operators [] c, [] ~,° O~, and 
~o with a ~ G(A)  has length at most 2n. Therefore, taking into account 
that Sub(A) is finite, the set of non-provably-equivalent formulas of 
Mod(Sub(A)) is also finite. Thus WA is also finite, because very maximally 
consistent set of formulas of Mod(Sub(A)) is a union of classes of provably 
equivalent formulas. • 
Now it only remains to prove the truth lemma for -g"A. First we need the 
following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.1 Let F and B be a subset of formulas and a formula of 
ModSub(A), respectively. I f  B ~ u for all u ~ W A such that F c_ u, then 
necessarily F I"-(G,min)++ B. 
Proof Suppose that F ~-(a, rain)++ B. Then F U { --1 B} is consistent. Since 
ModSub(A) is dosed under negation, -1 B ~ ModSub(A). Therefore, there 
must exist u '~W A such that FU{~B}_u ' .  But F_u '  and B~u' ,  
contradiction. • 
THEOREM 4.1 For every u in ~ and every formula B ~ ModSub(A), 
(~KA,U ) I~ B iff B c u. 
Proof The proof is analogous, using the previous lemma, to that of 
Theorem 3.1. • 
COROLLARY 4.1 For any range G, the system MSS++(G, min) is com- 
plete with respect o the class ~n"  
5. RELATED WORK 
From a logical point of view, the multimodal systems we have presented 
in this paper have strong relationships with at least [11, 14, 15, 1]. In [11] 
Goble describes the modal systems $5 k with a finite number of nested 
graded modalities. Despite the fact the motivations are very different, 
Goble's systems S5k coincides with our MSS++(G, min) system in the case 
of G finite. In [14, 15] Liau and Lin develop the QML system of 
quantitative modal logic, where their graded modal operators have seman- 
tics related to possibility measures definable from rational-valued accessi- 
bility relations. Finally, in [1] Boldrin and Saffiotti propose a multimodal 
system PL~ to deal with aggregation of beliefs from multiple agents. They 
define, for each agent, a family of graded modal operators whose seman- 
tics is based on necessity measures definable from a fuzzy binary relation 
on the set of worlds which, in turn, induces a possibility distribution for 
each world. All these systems are provided with completeness results. 
Let us comment now about the relationships between these systems and 
ours. As already mentioned in the introduction section, we can basically 
devise two kind of graded modal operators: those whose semantics are 
based on a family of accessibility relations and those whose semantics are 
based on some kind of measure defined on the set of possible worlds. Both 
kinds are not disjoint. For instance, our modal operators ~o and~C are 
semantically interpreted by means of the so-called implication measures. 
However, O ° can be always equivalently defined from the accessibility 
relations R ° too. This is not the case for ~ in general, although it is when 
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G is finite or the models are finite. This situation is very similar to Liau 
and Lin's (closed and open) modal operators. On the other hand, Boldrin 
and Saffiotti only use, for each agent, (closed) belief modal operators 
corresponding to lower bounds of necessity measures which can be also 
defined by means of suitable accessibility relations on finite sets of possible 
worlds. 
The systems MSS+(G, ® ) extend Goble's systems in the sense that they 
provide complete axiomatizations for arbitrary t-norm-like operations, not 
only for ® = rain. Liau and Lin provide completeness results for QML 
with respect o arbitrary models where the many-valued accessibility rela- 
tion fulfills generalized reflexive and serial properties, but not for symmet- 
ric and ®-transitive accessibility relations as we propose here with the 
systems MSS+(G, ® ) (for G finite) and MS5++(G, min) (for finite mod- 
els). Finally, let us remark that the main difference from the PL~ nonag- 
gregated belief operators i that they would correspond to nonstrict upper 
bounds of our implication measures. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS 
In this paper we have been concerned in a modal formalization of some 
aspects of similarity-based reasoning, providing a general system of multi- 
modal ogic, with completeness resuRs for two particular cases. It remains 
to investigate whether we can also get completeness for more general 
caseS .  
Now, concerning the initial aim of providing a modal account for the 
different kinds of notions of consequence which make sense in a similarity 
framework, it is clear that the basic similarity-based graded consequence 
relation proposed in [3] (see Section 1) is fully captured inside our 
multimodal systems. Namely, given a ® -similarity S on the set of interpre- 
tations fl of the propositional language L, if A and B are nonmodal 
formulas, then we have that 
A I~B iff I~x~ A ~B,  
where .4tr~ = (fl,  S, II II>. However, in a forthcoming paper [4] it is shown 
that in modeling interpolation reasoning patterns, given some background 
knowledge K in the form of a conjunction of propositions, two basic kinds 
of similarity-based consequence r lations play a role: the approximate 
entailment, corresponding to the above graded consequence r lation, and 
the so-called proximity entailment, formally defined as follows: 
Approximate ntailment: A I~, x B iff Is, r(BlA) > a; 
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Proximity entailment: AI--s~,r B iff Js, K(BIA) > a, 
where Is. r(BIA) is just Is(BIA ^ K) and Js, K is a conditional implication 
measure introduced in [6], directly inspired by Ruspini's conditional neces- 
sity distributions [16] and defined as 
Js, r (BIA)  = inf {Is(AIw) ®--, Is(BIw)}, 
wl~ K 
where ~ is the residuated implication with respect o a t-norm-like ®. 
It is easy to check that Js, K(BIA) > a iff, for any ~ ~ G, Is(AIw) > 
implies Is(Blw) > [3 ® a. Hence, when the range G is finite, we are able 
to capture the proximity entailment in our modal framework as well. 
Indeed, the following relationship holds: 
A iff A <>;A 
Obviously, we get into trouble when G is no longer finite. Then, in order 
to capture proximity entailments, we are led to introduce in our framework 
new binary modalities [ I],, with the following semantics: a formula 
[BIA],, is true in a world w of a similarity Kripke model .,¢' = (W, S, II I1> 
if the conditional implication of B given A, taking w as background 
knowledge, is greater than or equal to a. Formally, 
(.Z/,w) IF [BIA]~ iff I~t(Alw) ®~ I~(Blw) > a. 
In this way, we recover the proximity entailment in the sense that 
A ~,KB iff I~,~,[BIA],,. 
The logical analysis of this extended modal framework is a matter of 
current research. 
After this paper was finished there came into our hands the paper [13] 
by Liau where he defines what he calls residuated implication operators 
Ot Ot + 
=, and 
corresponding to our [ I],~ and its strict counterpart respectively. He 
shows how to capture the three types of similarity-based consequence 
relations proposed in [3] with these implication operators. However, the 
results are only at the semantic level. 
7. ANNEX 
In this annex we prove the reduction laws for modalities in the 
MSg++(G, min) system presented in Proposition 4.1. The main result is 
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that any modality can be reduced, at least, to a formula with a decreasing 
grades. Moreover any formula with more than two modal operators with 
the same grade can be reduced. 
First of all we recall that from the axioms of MS5++(G, min) and 
Lemma 2.1 the following schemes and rules are derivable: 
[ ]4*A-~A if a=/=l or * =c ,  (1) 
f romAin fer  []4*A if a~=0 or * =o .  (2) 
Next we prove the above-mentioned reduction laws. For the sake of 
clarity we split the proof into two propositions. 
PROPOSrnON 7.1 In MSS++(G, rain) the following equivalences between 
modalities hold: 
[] ~in(4, ~) 
where *, + ~ {o, c}, and # = if 
if 
Proof Consider the following cases: 
• Suppose a = 0 and * = c. Since --1 [] ~A is an axiom, then [] ~ [] ~A 
[] ~A is a theorem. 
• Suppose a = 1 and * = o. From axiom EX °, [] ~ [] ~A and [] ~A are 
theorems. Thus, [] ~' [] ~A ~, [] ~A is proved. 
• Suppose /3=1 and +=o and a~:0  or * =o;  then []~A is a 
theorem and, using necessitation, [] 4*D ~A is also a theorem. Thus, 
[] 4" [] ~'A ,,-) [] ~A is a theorem. 
• Suppose (a~=0 or * =o)  and (a~l  of * =c)  and ( /3+1 or 
+ = c). Then, from (1) and (2), [] 4*( [] ~A --)A) is a theorem and, 
using axioms K c and K ° and applying modus ponens, [] 4*D ~A --, 
[] 4*A is a theorem. On the other hand, using (1), [] 4" [] ~A --, [] ~A 
+ # 
is a theorem. Therefore, D4*DaA --) Dmin(a,/~)A is a theorem. To 
# --* [] ~A, we con- prove the other implication, i.e., [] mi.<4,#)A [] 4" 
sider the following subcases: 
(a) Assume a --/3 and * = + = o. Then axiom 4 c proves the result. 
(b) Assume a =/3 and * ~ o or + + o. Then from axioms 4 c and 4 ° 
we have [] ~ A --* [] c [] ~ A. Therefore, using axioms CO, K c, and 
if a=O,  * =C,  
i 1, • =o,  or 
if  either 1, a q~ O, + = o, or 
1, + * = o, 
otherwise, 
a</3 ,  
a> /3, 
a=/3and*  = +=o,  
otherwise. 
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K ° and (2), we have that [] c [] c A --, [] e*D ~+A is a theorem. tz 
c + Thus, [] e A ~ [] ~* [] ,, A is proved. 
(c) Assume a </3. From axioms 4 ~ and 4 °, [] e*A ~ [] e*D e*A is 
proved. Using axioms CO, OC, K ~, and K ° and (2), [] e* [] e *A 
[] ,,* [] ~A is proved. Thus, [] e*A --, [] ~ [] e*A is a theorem. 
(d) Finally, for the case a >/3 the proof is similar and it is left to the 
reader. 
# ThUS, []a*D;A ~-* Dmin(e, fl)A is proved for all a and /3 unless 
(a=0and*  =c) , (a f land*  =o) ,o r ( /3=land+=o) .  • 
PROPOSITION 7.2 In MS5 + +(G, rain) the following reduction laws also 
hold: 
De*<>;-- 
D~ /f a=O,  * =c  (1) 
[]~ /f a=l ,  * =o  (2) 
{ /3= 1, +=o,  or ~ if not(1),'not(2), and either ~ < a, or ol = f l ,  + = c ,  o r  
a=]3 ,+= * =o.  
Proof We shall consider the following cases: 
• Suppose (a  -- 0 and * ffi c) or (a  = 1 and * = o). Then the proof is 
as in the previous proposition. 
• Suppose (a~0 or * •o)  and (a~l  or * =c) .  Then by (1), 
• + + o c [] e <>~ A ~ <>~ A is a theorem. On the other hand, using B and B , 
+ * * + we have ~A- ,  D e ~e ~A.  From the previous proposition, 
• + + ~e O~A ~ ~A is a theorem if either fl < a, o r (a  = • and + = c), 
or (a=f l  and += * =o) ,  o r ( f l= l  and +=o) .Thus ,  ~+A- ,  
[] e*<>~+A is a theorem, and the proposition is proved. • 
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